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A new, modular capacitor bank being constructed for SSPX will provide unprecedented flexibility in controlling
helicity injection and sustainment. The bank consists of 30 modules (C= 4.4 mFd, V=5kV, 1.65 MJ) which can be
fired with or without the original banks (2 MJ). The inductor in each module has taps providing 4 values from
0µH to 30µH (+ ~ 1.7 µH leads). Each module can be fired independently, providing significant pulse-shaping
capability. Operation of the first 15 modules with a plasma is scheduled for February, 2006. The capacitor bank
design has been incorporated into the NIMROD MHD simulations and several experiments modeled. A high
current (Igun > 800 kA peak) is predicted to yield magnetic fields > 0.9T at the flux conserver. Good magnetic flux
surfaces form during the > 5 ms ramp-down phase of the discharge yielding good energy confinement.
Examination of the steady-state which would be achievable if the current pulse could be extended yield
magnetic fields at the flux conserver > 1.1T and poloidal flux amplification = 6.7. Simulations have also been
used to predict the results of pulsed refluxing experiments in which a current pulse is added to a steady current,
raising λgun=µ0*Igun/Ψgun (Ψgun = bias poloidal flux) sufficiently to add net poloidal flux to the spheromak. Previous
experiments and simulations in SSPX have suggested that this provides a possible route to a quasi-steady state
spheromak with possible reactor applications. The pulse-length and amplitude of these new simulations, which
can be applied to the experiment using the new bank, are varied to predict the most promising experimental
route to test the concept.
1This work performed under the auspices of the USDOE by LLNL under contract 7405-Eng-48.



The SSPX spheromak is formed using coaxial helicity injection

Typical SSPX parameters
Flux conserver size:
Radius ! Height (m)

0.5!0.5

Radius of magnetic axis 0.31 m
Minor radius 0.17 m
Peak discharge current 450 kA
Toroidal current 600 kA
Peak toroidal field (T) 0.6
Edge poloidal field 0.35 T
Plasma duration 4.5 ms
Plasma density (m-3) 5x1019

Peak Te (eV) 350

1 m diameter



We are now installing a new programmable solid-state modular
capacitor bank: higher current, longer pulses, multiple pulses

Solid-state switch
replaces ignitron

Prototype solid-state
module (1 of 30 required)

Prototype module tested successfully.
Bank operational by end of January 2006.

U Wisc graduate
student Hillary
Cummings next
to prototype
module



The New SSPX Capacitor Bank consists of 30 identical modules
which can be independently charged and fired at arbitrary times

Each Module Contains:
•An optically triggered thyristor allowing modules to discharge independently of
each other

• An anti-parallel diode across the capacitor to prevent back charging and facilitate
energy transfer to the load

• Two 5kV series diodes to protect the module from being charged by the 10kV
formation bank

•A 4mF, 5kV, 50kJ  capacitor

• A 32µH inductor to limit the current out of the capacitors to 50kA

• Low resistance coaxial cable to facilitate energy transfer to the load

• Snubber circuits to protect the diodes and thyristor from fast transients and to
distribute voltage evenly



Field is still building when formation bank current peaks
→  higher magnetic field if formation pulse were extended
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Peak current (kA)

Double-pulse buildup

    Slow 
start

 Limit to existing scaling between Igun & Bpol
reflects shortness of formation pulse.

 NIMROD simulations with
similar current pulse show
field increasing until
current peaks.

tau_B 

(msec)

tau_pulse 

(msec)

Fract of 

peak E

Fract of 

peak B
Increase

0.5 0.05 0.10 0.31

0.5 0.10 0.18 0.43 1.00

0.5 0.15 0.26 0.51 1.20

0.5 0.20 0.33 0.57 1.35

0.5 0.25 0.39 0.63 1.47

0.5 0.30 0.45 0.67 1.58

0.5 0.40 0.55 0.74 1.74

0.5 0.50 0.63 0.80 1.87

1 0.05 0.05 0.22

1 0.10 0.10 0.31 1.00

1 0.15 0.14 0.37 1.21

1 0.20 0.18 0.43 1.38

1 0.25 0.22 0.47 1.52

1 0.30 0.26 0.51 1.65

1 0.40 0.33 0.57 1.86

1 0.50 0.39 0.63 2.03



We are simulating spheromak buildup and studying reconnection
physics using the NIMROD code.

Simulation of high-current pulse with the
modular bank shows magnetic field at the
flux conserver approaching 1 T

NIMROD simulation:
field line reconnection



Programmable modular bank allows exploration of physics of
magnetic field generation

Double pulse buildup Steady buildup

Steadily rising
magnetic field

Three separate field
configurations

Multi-pulse buildup

 Up to five 200kA pulses can be stacked on top of a 230kA sustainment pulse.

 Duration of steady buildup should almost triple, approaching steady state.



Pulsing options are highly flexible and will allow exploration of many
gun-current waveforms in SSPX operation

Multi-pulse waveforms:

Using 15 modules per spike
and firing them 2 ms apart
produced two spikes.  Using
10 modules per spike and
firing them 3ms apart
produces three spikes.



Further examples of current waveform options

Several short pulses can be added
to a flat-top current pulse

•  The number, amplitude, and
timing of the pulses can be
varied to optimize the plasma
response

• Shown is an example with 4
pulses following the initial
formation pulse



Installation of the firest 15 modules is complete

Inductors, switches and leads to SSPX Capacitors in high-voltage room


